
OUR FAVORITE REFLECTORS

Adjust - A - Wing
These reflectors are known to put out twice the power and efficiency of other reflectors
on the market.  They can increase the grow area up to 50% and increase the yield per
lamp up to 75%.  Adjust-A-Wings are made from a special glass-coated flexible alu-
minum and color bonded steel.  When used with the super-spreader,  which prevents any
“hot spot” from forming directly under the bulb as well as spreading the light out more
evenly, the Adjust-A-Wings become a powerful precision instrument.

YieldMaster 6” AC
This Completely sealed Air Cooled Reflector features gasketed glass and integrated
restraint bars to hold glass tightly in place. It is made from 86% reflective German alu-
minum interior for excellent output and uniformity. This reflector is made to be a strong
contender with fyll features and an affordable price. It features Very Good air cooling with
built-in 6” fittings. Made with a powder coated finish. We feel this is a good entry level
air cooled reflector or a strong budget unit for those purchasing alot at a time.

Lumenator 8” AC
The Lumenator 8” AC Reflector is revolutionary at both spreading the light in a 4x4
square pattern,  being a discounted reflector and giving maximum 8” air cooling.  It
employs a Highly reflective interior (which is made with German Aluminum and
Hammered out for maximum light distribution) with material on all 4 sides.  The Glass
seals up nicely and the socket cord comes out through the top of the reflector.  The 8”
AC fittings that are built insure that long runs of ducting can be used to great avail.

Magnum XXXL 6” and 8” AC
The largest reflectors in the industry! The Magnum XXXL is Completely sealed - featuring
gasketed glass and integrated retention bars to hold glass tightly in place.  95% reflective
German aluminum interior offers excellent reflectivity and diffusion.  It has a Powder-coat-
ed galvanized steel body and features Maximum air cooling with built-in 6" or 8” fittings.
The Magnum 6” is 32 1/2" long x 26 1/4" wide x 7 3/4" tall.  The Magnum 8” is 38½ in.
Long x 29½ in. Wide x 9½ in. Tall. This is our Favorite Air Cooled Reflector by far!

Spartan AC Reflector 
This is also one of our favorite reflectors.  It is has German reflective material on All
four sides and has many bends throughout the entire horizontal slope of the reflector
which makes sure that a very even spread of light coverage results.  This reflector also
has a mirrored finish at the roof of the interior (directly over the bulb) which cuts the
light in half and throws it over the entire body of the refltor and down on the waiting
plants below.  Again,  if you are on a budget this is the reflector for you!


